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related to the context (Thompson-Schill, 2003; Kiefer et al., 2005). 
Results from imaging studies also stress the importance of LIPFC 
in retrieval of phonological word information (Poldrack et al., 
1999). Presumably, semantic and phonological retrieval is sup-
ported by different sub-regions of LIPC (Poldrack et al., 1999; 
Thompson-Schill, 2003). Correspondingly, visual word recogni-
tion within a lexical decision task, a task that involves word retrieval 
from long-term memory as well as phonological and semantic 
processing (Neely, 1991; Kiefer et al., 2008), highly depends on 
neural circuits in LIPFC (Edwards et al., 2005). The functional 
signiﬁ  cance of LIPFC for the lexical decision task is reﬂ  ected by 
increased activity in this region as a function of difﬁ  culty when 
classifying words and pseudowords (Liu et al., 2004; Edwards et al., 
2005). In contrast, the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) 
seems to be crucial for non-semantic executive control tasks like 
the WCST (e.g. Monchi et al., 2001).
Although the neurobiological basis of cognitive functions has 
been investigated intensively by means of EEG and imaging studies 
yielding converging evidence for the importance of the PFC, the 
neurochemical underpinnings are less understood. The ﬁ  rst hints 
for the hypothesis that the neurotransmitter dopamine (DA) is a 
crucial element for executive control came from studies in schizo-
phrenic patients (Callaway, 1970). More recently, pharmacological 
challenge studies using dopaminergic drugs such as L-Dopa (e.g. 
INTRODUCTION
Numerous neurophysiological and imaging studies have demon-
strated the prominent role of the prefrontal cortex (PFC) for a 
variety of cognitive functions (e.g. D’Esposito et al., 2000; Duncan 
and Owen, 2000; Liu et al., 2008; Reuter et al., 2008; Volle et al., 
2008). Although these cognitive functions show a large diversity 
with respect to the cognitive sub-processes involved there is agree-
ment that the common denominator is an executive control system 
assumed to be located in the PFC (Kiefer et al., 1998; Posner and 
DiGirolamo, 1998; Faw, 2003). The executive control system organ-
izes cognition and behavior when routines are not available or are 
ineffective for task performance (Kiefer et al., 2005). The execu-
tive control system plays an important role in a variety of tasks, 
such as manipulation of information in working memory (e.g., 
operation span tasks), conﬂ  ict resolution (e.g. the Stroop inter-
ferences task), set shifting (e.g. the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, 
WCST) and stimulus classiﬁ  cation (Duncan, 2001). In addition 
to classical executive functions, PFC also contributes to various 
aspects of controlled word processing and word recognition. In 
particular, left inferior PFC (LIPFC) has been found to be involved 
in semantic memory retrieval supporting use generation, semantic 
classiﬁ  cation, and semantic priming (Wagner et al., 2001; Kiefer 
et al., 2007). It has been proposed that LIPFC guides retrieval of 
semantic information by facilitating semantic access to aspects 
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et al., 1995). Furthermore, administration of L-dopa, a precur-
sor of dopamine, has been found to decrease indirect priming 
in healthy subjects compared to a placebo control group, which 
showed strong indirect priming at the selected long SOA of 700 ms 
(Kischka et al., 1996). Finally, in a behavioural study investigat-
ing individual differences in working memory capacity, executive 
functions and semantic priming within the healthy population, 
Kiefer et al. (2005) found increased priming effects in individuals 
with low working memory capacity and inferior performance in 
the Stroop task probing executive functions suggesting a com-
mon neural correlate in the PFC. Hence, there are several lines of 
evidence for a modulatory role of DA in semantic processing. It is 
proposed that a high level of DA activity decreases the amount of 
semantic priming by focusing spreading activation during lexical 
access to the concept denoted by a given word (e.g., the prime 
word), thereby reducing the inﬂ  uence of the prime (Kiefer et al., 
2005). This is potentially because semantic priming depends on 
an optimal signal-to-noise ratio triggered by DA in concert with 
GABA and glutamate transmission which is disturbed during 
psychosis (Winterer and Weinberger, 2004).
The relationship between DA levels and performance in cogni-
tive tasks is far from being simple: Molecular genetic studies suggest 
a linear relationship reporting an allele load effect for the COMT 
Val 158Met polymorphism while pharmacological studies point to 
an inverted U shape function. In genetic studies, carriers of the Met/
Met genotype showed the best, carriers of the Val/Val allele the worst 
and subjects with the heterozygous Val/Met genotype intermediate 
performance (Goldberg and Weinberger, 2004). It is argued that the 
number of met alleles is positively related to prefrontal DA levels 
caused by a linear decrease in the catabolic enzyme activity with 
the number of Met alleles (Tunbridge et al., 2006). Interestingly, 
Mattay et al. (2003) reported better performance in carriers of 
the Val allele (and a decline in the Met/Met group) in a working 
memory task after a pharmacological challenge with the DA-agonist 
amphetamine. The decline in performance in the Met/Met group 
after amphetamine intake suggests that the association between 
performance and DA levels has not a linear, but ﬁ  tted best by an 
inverted ‘U’ function, i.e. activation of the DA system by working 
memory load and amphetamine pushes these subjects beyond their 
optimal activation level. Nevertheless, there is mounting evidence 
that under physiological conditions, i.e. without a pharmacological 
manipulation, carriers of the Met/Met genotype exhibit superior 
performance in cognitive tasks. While the inﬂ  uence of the COMT 
Val 158Met polymorphism on executive function has meanwhile 
been well documented, it is unknown whether DA modulation 
of prefrontal functions beyond classical executive control, such 
as word recognition and semantic priming, are mediated by the 
same polymorphism.
In the present study, we investigated the effect of the COMT 
Val 158Met polymorphism on lexical decision-making within a 
semantic priming paradigm. As outlined above, the lexical deci-
sion task requires visual word recognition and involves controlled 
retrieval of lexical, phonological and semantic word information 
(e.g., Neely, 1991). Neuroimaging studies have shown that lexical 
decisions highly depend on areas in left inferior prefrontal cor-
tex (Edwards et al., 2005). The lexical decision task is therefore a 
good candidate to study the inﬂ  uence of the COMT Val 158Met 
Kischka et al., 1996; Vijayraghavan et al., 2007), in addition to 
genetic studies (e.g. Egan et al., 2001; Goldberg et al., 2003; Mattay 
et al., 2003; Reuter et al., 2005b; Bertolino et al., 2006), suggest that 
the cognitive processes involved in executive function are strongly 
inﬂ  uenced by the dopaminergic system. Under physiological con-
ditions, cognitive performance is positively related to the amount 
of DA in the PFC. Besides receptor sensitivity and amount of DA 
release the degree of DA catabolism is essential for extra cellular 
DA levels. DA degradation in the PFC is under the control of the 
enzyme catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT). For instance, a 
functional single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in the COMT 
gene, Val158Met, leading to a 3- to 4-fold difference in the enzyme 
activity by means of an amino acid exchange from valine (Val) to 
methionine (Met) in codon 158 (Lachman et al., 1996) has been 
related to cognitive functioning in numerous studies (Winterer 
and Goldman, 2003; Goldberg and Weinberger, 2004; Tunbridge 
et al., 2006). High DA catabolism (ValVal genotype) results in low 
DA concentration in the PFC and vice versa for low DA catabolism 
(MetMet genotype), whilst intermediate DA levels are character-
istic for the heterozygous ValMet genotype. Converging evidence 
across numerous studies demonstrating inﬂ  uence on DA catabo-
lism has highlighted COMT Val158Met as a critical genetic marker 
in the cognitive neuroscience literature. The most frequently stud-
ied phenotypes in this context are working memory and executive 
control assessed by the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (Tunbridge 
et al., 2006; Barnett et al., 2007). Conversely, although semantic 
processing depends on PFC function and is presumably also mod-
ulated by DA activity (see below), there have been few molecular 
genetic studies on linguistic processing and none on semantic 
priming. Therefore, the present study is the ﬁ  rst to investigate 
whether the COMT Val158Met polymorphism can account for 
individual differences in lexical decision-making within semantic 
priming paradigms.
Semantic priming generally refers to the facilitation of a 
response to a target stimulus that is preceded by a semantically 
related prime (Neely, 1977). For instance, in a lexical decision 
task (word/ pseudoword decision), responses to a target word are 
faster, when it is preceded by a semantically related prime word. 
In support for the hypothesis that lexical-semantic processing 
depends on prefrontal DA activity, patients with schizophrenia 
showed increased semantic priming for directly- (hen–egg) and 
indirectly- (lemon [sour]–sweet) related prime–target word pairs, 
compared to healthy control subjects (Manschreck et al., 1988; 
Spitzer et al., 1994; Maher et al., 1996; Weisbrod et al., 1998). 
Priming in schizophrenic patients increased particularly at short 
stimulus onset asynchronies (SOAs) of 200  ms for indirectly 
related prime–target word pairs (Spitzer et al., 1993). Control 
subjects, in contrast, usually showed under this experimental 
condition little or no indirect priming (de Groot, 1983; Balota 
and Lorch, 1986; Spitzer et al., 1993; Kiefer et al., 1998). Because 
increased direct and indirect priming in patients with schizo-
phrenia was observed at short SOAs, at which strategic prim-
ing processes are less effectively used (Neely, 1977, 1991), it is 
assumed that schizophrenia patients exhibit exaggerated auto-
matic priming processes (Kiefer et al., 2005), putatively caused by 
low prefrontal DA activity. In support of this view, schizophrenia 
patients suffer from low prefrontal dopamine activity (e.g., Dolan Frontiers in Human Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  August 2009  | Volume 3  |  Article 20  |  3
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the distractor trials were not analyzed. All participants were ﬁ  rst 
presented with the masked priming paradigm and thereafter with 
the unmasked version. Reaction times were recorded from the onset 
of the target. The experiments were programmed and presented by 
means of the software Python 2.1 (www.python.org).
The masked priming paradigm was adapted from one of our 
previous experiments (e.g., Kiefer, 2002; Kiefer and Brendel, 2006) 
and consisted of 160 trials; 80 word–word pairs and 80 word–
  pseudoword pairs. Half of the word–word pairs consisted of 40 
directly (hen–egg) and 40 non-related pairs (leaf– car). Targets of the 
related and non-related conditions were matched for word length 
and word frequency (Kiefer, 2002). Each trial started with a ﬁ  xation 
cross (750 ms) followed by a mask consisting of nine randomly 
drawn letters that were presented for 100 ms. Thereafter, the prime 
word was presented for 33 ms. After the presentation of the prime 
another random letter mask was shown for 33 ms before the target 
stimulus, a German word or a pseudoword, appeared. Participants 
were instructed to make a lexical decision based upon the target 
stimulus. Participants were not informed on the presence of the 
prime behind the mask.
The unmasked version of the priming paradigm followed 
the procedure described in Kiefer et al. (2005) and consisted of 
216  trials; 108 trials with a short SOA (200 ms) and 108 trials with 
a long SOA (700 ms). Within each SOA condition each subject 
responded to 54 word–word and 54 word–pseudoword pairs. These 
stimuli were divided into two lists. The assignment of a word list to 
the SOA conditions was counterbalanced across subjects. In order 
to vary the semantic relatedness between prime and target of the 
critical pairs 54 word–word trials of the two SOA conditions con-
sisted of 18 non-related pairs (leaf– car), 18 indirectly related pairs 
(lemon–sweet), and 18 directly related pairs (hen–egg). Targets of 
the different semantic relatedness conditions were equated for word 
length and word frequency. Trials started with a ﬁ  xation point for 
700 ms, followed by presentation of the prime for 200 ms. In one 
condition, the target was immediately presented, thereafter result-
ing in an SOA of 200 ms. In the other condition, the target was 
displayed after an inter-stimulus-interval of 500 ms, yielding an 
SOA of 700 ms. SOA was varied to distinguish between automatic 
and controlled priming processes. The target was displayed until 
the subject had responded. Trials of the two SOA conditions were 
blocked, and all subjects started with the SOA _ 200-ms condition 
followed by the SOA _ 700-ms condition. Within each block, trial 
order was initially randomized and thereafter kept constant. At the 
beginning of the priming experiments subjects performed 24 train-
ing trials, as well as 5 practice trials which were run immediately 
before each block.
After the experiments participants were totally debriefed on the 
experimental conditions, i.e. the existence of a prime and/or of 
the mask.
GENETIC ANALYSES
DNA was extracted from buccal cells to avoid a selective exclusion 
of subjects with blood and injection phobia. Automated puriﬁ  cation 
of genomic DNA was conducted by means of the MagNA Pure® LC 
system using a commercial extraction kit (MagNA Pure LC DNA 
isolation kit; Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany). Genotyping 
of COMT Val158Met single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) 
 polymorphism on controlled processing outside the classical area of 
executive tasks. In order to assess semantic processing in detail, we 
used a masked and an unmasked priming paradigm. In the masked 
priming procedure (e.g., Kiefer, 2002; Kiefer and Brendel, 2006), 
conscious perception of the prime is eliminated by displaying a 
pattern mask (i.e., a random sequence of letters) before and after 
the prime. In addition, we also administered an unmasked version 
of the priming paradigm, in which the semantic distance between 
prime and target was systematically varied by including directly 
related, indirectly related and non-related prime-target pairings. 
While masked priming speciﬁ  cally reﬂ  ects automatic priming proc-
esses, unmasked priming with visible stimuli additionally depends 
on controlled priming processes (Posner and Snyder, 1975; Neely, 
1977; Kiefer, 2007).
The inﬂ  uence of the COMT Val 158Met polymorphism on 
controlled word retrieval should be revealed by generally faster 
reactions for the word/non-word decision of the lexical task for 
Met/Met carriers (high DA availability) in comparison to individu-
als with homozygote Val/Val (low DA availability) or the hetero-
zygote Val/Met alleles (intermediate DA availability). If the same 
polymorphism also modulates semantic priming, homozygote Met/
Met carries should exhibit less masked and unmasked priming in 
comparison to individuals carrying at least one Val allel.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
PARTICIPANTS
In total N  =  104 healthy Caucasian subjects, 90 women (age: 
M = 23.17, SD = 3.38) and 14 men (age: M = 22.79, SD = 1.85), 
whose mother tongue was German took part in the semantic prim-
ing experiments. The over-representation of female subjects was 
due to the fact that most of the participants were psychology stu-
dents, a population with a majority of women. Participants were 
informed in detail about the purpose of the study and participated 
after they had signed the informed consent. Each subject obtained 
course credits for participation and could collect bonus points for 
a T-shirt labelled with their individual COMT genotype. The study 
was approved by the ethics committee of the German Psychological 
Association.
Mean age between men and women did not differ signiﬁ  cantly 
(F(1,102) = 0.17, p = 0.682). There were no signiﬁ  cant gender differ-
ences in any of the dependent variables/cognitive tasks. Therefore, 
a second factor ‘sex’ was not included into the MANOVA analyses 
besides COMT. Due to the skewed distribution of gender in our 
sample we were not able to test for sex by genotype interactions.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Lexical decision performance and semantic priming was tested 
with unmasked and masked versions of the priming paradigm. In 
both versions, word pairs (primes and targets) were sequentially 
presented in the center of a computer screen. Primes were always 
German words. One half of the critical prime-target pairs con-
sisted of targets involving real German words, and the other half 
of the pairs were distractors with legally spelled pseudowords as 
targets. Subjects were instructed to decide as quickly and accurately 
as possible whether the target letter string was a real German word 
(lexical decision). Subjects indicated their decisions with a keypress 
for ‘yes’ or ‘no’ responses on a response box. The reaction times of Frontiers in Human Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  August 2009  | Volume 3  |  Article 20  |  4
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paradigm, COMT did not signiﬁ  cantly interact with   semantic 
relatedness (F(2,101) = 1.16, p = 0.318). In order to speciﬁ  cally test 
the hypothesized inﬂ  uence of the COMT SNP on priming, we 
compared individuals with (Val+: Val/Val and Val/Met) and with-
out a Val allele (Val−: Met/Met). In this analysis, the interaction 
between the factor Val+/Val− and semantic relatedness was also 
not signiﬁ  cant (F(1,102) = 2.30, p = 0.13). However, as expected, indi-
viduals carrying at least one Val allele exhibited stronger masked 
priming than homozygote Met carriers. For the unmasked priming 
paradigm, the ANOVAs were conducted separately for short and 
long SOAs. In these analyses, all interactions including the factors 
COMT or Val+/Val− as between-subject factor and semantic relat-
edness as repeated measures factor were far from being signiﬁ  cant 
(all F < 1, p > 0.76). Hence, we did not ﬁ  nd a statistically reliable 
inﬂ  uence of the COMT polymorphism on masked and unmasked 
priming effects.
COMT AND REACTION TIMES IN DIFFERENT PRIMING CONDITIONS
A multivariate analysis of variance with the independent factor 
COMT and the mean reaction times in all priming conditions as 
dependent variables was calculated. The COMT genotype was sig-
niﬁ  cantly associated with all dependent variables in the semantic 
priming tasks, no matter if in the masked or unmasked priming 
task, if short or long SOAs were used, or if the prime target associa-
tions were direct, indirect or unrelated. The results of the MANOVA 
including means and SEMs are presented in Table 2.
COMT AND ACCURACY
COMT Val158Met was not related to differences in error rates irre-
spective of priming condition. Therefore, differences in reaction 
times between different genotype groups could not be accounted 
for by genotype dependent differences in accuracy. It has to be 
mentioned, that only correct trial were included in the analyses of 
priming effects (see above).
DISCUSSION
The present study assessed the modulatory inﬂ  uence of the COMT 
Val158met polymorphism on lexical decision latencies within 
masked and unmasked versions of the semantic priming paradigm. 
We found a strong effect of the COMT genotype on overall lexical 
decision latencies, putatively due to the relatively higher function-
ality of the executive control system in homozygote Met carriers. 
In contrast to these strong effects on lexical decisions, semantic 
(rs4680) was performed by real time polymerase chain   reaction 
(RT-PCR) using ﬂ  uorescence melting curve detection analysis by 
means of the Light Cycler System (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, 
Germany). Details of the PCR protocols were described elsewhere 
(Reuter et al., 2005a, 2006). The primers and hybridization probes 
used (TIB MOLBIOL, Berlin, Germany) were as follows:
forward primer: 5′-GGGCCTACTGTGGCTACTCA-3′;
reverse primer: 5′-GGCCCTTTTTCCAGGTCTG-3′;
sensor hybridization probe: 5′-ATTTCGCTGGCATGAAGGA 
CAAG-ﬂ  uorescein-3′:
anchor hybridization probe: 5′-LCRed640-TGTGCATGCCTGAC 
CCGTTGTCA-phosphate-3′.
RESULTS
GENOTYPE FREQUENCIES
The COMT Val158met genotype frequencies were in Hardy-
Weinberg-Equilibrium (Val/Val: n = 26; Val/Met: n = 47, Met/Met: 
n = 31; Chi2 = 0.92, p > 0.05).
PRIMING EFFECTS INDEPENDENT OF THE COMT GENOTYPE
Before testing the main hypothesis of our study, a possible effect 
of COMT Val158Met on semantic priming, we ﬁ  rst conducted a 
manipulation check to test if semantic priming actually occurs. For 
this reason, to test for priming effects in the masked and unmasked 
priming conditions, separate repeated measures ANOVAs were cal-
culated. The repeated measures factor had two levels in the masked 
priming condition (non-related, directly related) and three lev-
els in the unmasked priming condition (non-related, indirectly 
related, directly related). For unmasked priming, separate repeated 
measures ANOVAs were run for short and for long SOAs. There 
were strong priming effects in all priming paradigms (see Table 1): 
masked priming (F(1,103) = 52.92, p < 0.00001), unmasked priming 
(F(2,206) = 282.82, p < 0.00001). In the two unmasked priming para-
digms the order of reaction times was direct priming < indirect 
priming < unrelated pairs. All possible post hoc contrasts (direct vs 
indirect, direct vs unrelated, indirect vs unrelated) were signiﬁ  cant 
in the short and in the long SOA condition. The test statistics, means 
and SEMs are reported in Table 1.
COMT AND PRIMING EFFECTS
Again repeated measures ANOVAs (factor semantic relatedness) 
were calculated but this time with the additional independent fac-
tor COMT (Met/Met, Val/Met, Val/Val). In the masked   priming 
Table 1 | Priming effects.
  Direct priming (A)  Indirect priming (B)  Unrelated prime-target (C)  MANOVA  Post hoc tests Bonferroni
Unmasked priming short SOA  M = 573.20  M = 606.44  M = 638.28  F = 149.92  A < B
  SEM = 7.90  SEM = 8.39  SEM = 8.34 p  < 0.00001  A < C
       eta2 = 0.593  B < C
Unmasked priming long SOA  M = 549.97  M = 588.37  M = 614.71  F = 153.73  A < B
  SEM = 6.90  SEM = 6.70  SEM = 7.02 p  < 0.00001  A < C
       eta2 = 0.599  B < C
Masked priming   M = 630.19  –  M = 648.50  F = 52.92  A < C
  SEM = 7.04  – SEM  =  7.66 p  ≤ 0.00001 
        eta2 = 0.339 Frontiers in Human Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  August 2009  | Volume 3  |  Article 20  |  5
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  priming was not reliably modulated by the COMT   genotype. 
However, as expected, individuals carrying at least one Val allele 
exhibited stronger masked priming than homozygote Met carriers. 
However, given the weak tendency of the effect and the number 
of tests calculated we must deny an effect of COMT on semantic 
priming based on the present data. Due to earlier ﬁ  ndings show-
ing that typically slower RTs allow for larger difference scores (e.g. 
Kiefer et al., 2005) – the Val+ group had overall slower RTs – the 
priming effect is more pronounced in this group. In future work 
using a more heterogeneous sample with a higher variability in 
reaction times a possible effect of COMT on semantic priming is 
more likely to be identiﬁ  ed.
Our results suggest that individual differences in activity of the 
prefrontal DA system induced by the COMT Val158met polymor-
phism largely modulate executive functions (as indicated by the fact 
that RTs for Met/Met are substantially faster than for Val+) and to 
less extent automatic semantic processing [the size of three dif-
ferent semantic priming effects (unmasked ‘automatic’, unmasked 
‘  conscious’, and masked) are the same across Met/Met, Met/Val, 
and Val/Val]. Therefore, individual differences in activity of the 
 prefrontal DA system induced by the COMT Val158met polymor-
phism largely modulate executive functions while having no sig-
niﬁ  cant effect on automatic semantic processing.
Inﬂ  uential studies in the cognitive neurosciences have demon-
strated that the PFC is elementary for executive control processes 
including working memory, conﬂ  ict resolution, set shifting and 
semantic processing (e.g. Kiefer et al., 1998; D’Esposito et al., 2000; 
Duncan and Owen, 2000; Liu et al., 2008; Manenti et al., 2008; 
Reuter et al., 2008; Volle et al., 2008; Specht et al., 2009). Executive 
control is hypothesized as the common underlying process of 
these different cognitive tasks (Duncan and Owen, 2000). Support 
for this hypothesis comes from molecular genetics demonstrating 
that a functional single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) of the 
COMT gene is associated with heterogeneous executive tasks like 
the WCST or working memory as assessed by the n-back task (e.g. 
Egan et al., 2001; Goldberg and Weinberger, 2004). These ﬁ  ndings 
suggest that the different tasks share some common variance. 
Probably the variance accounted for by the COMT Val158Met 
SNP represents in part the functionality of the  prefrontal executive 
control system. Positive ﬁ  ndings in genetic association studies are 
not only an indicator for heritability, at least to a certain extent, 
they are not an end in itself for ambitious scientists, but they 
provide us information on the neurochemical underpinnings of 
a certain phenotype. In the case of the COMT gene we might con-
clude from this positive association studies that the dopaminergic 
system is involved in the processing of executive control functions 
related to the PFC. Besides pharmacolocical and clinical neuropsy-
chology research, the molecular genetic approach constitutes an 
elegant approach to trace down the biochemical basis of cognitive 
functions. Moreover, the genetic approach  overcomes risks and/or 
Table 2 | Association between lexical decision latencies in the semantic priming tasks and the COMT Val158Met polymorphism.
 Val/Val  (n = 26)   Val/Met (n = 47)   Met/Met (n = 31)   MANOVA genotype   Post hoc tests 
 (A)  (B)  (C)  level  Bonferroni
Unmasked priming short SOA  M = 653.69  M = 655.50  M = 599.24  F = 5.01  C > A
P-T: unrelated  SEM = 16.07  SEM = 11.95  SEM = 14.72 p  = 0.008  C > B
       eta2 = 0.090 
Unmasked priming short SOA  M = 626.33  M = 622.66  M = 565.17  F = 5.61  C > A
P-T: indirect  SEM = 16.08  SEM = 11.96  SEM = 14.73 p  = 0.005  C > B
       eta2 = 0.100 
Unmasked priming short SOA  M = 587.03  M = 590.56  M = 535.29  F = 5.32  C > A
P-T: direct  SEM = 15.17  SEM = 11.28  SEM = 13.89 p  = 0.006  C > B
       eta2 = 0.095 
Unmasked priming long SOA  M = 626.41  M = 633.58  M = 576.29  F = 7.23  C > A
P-T: unrelated  SEM = 13.25  SEM = 9.86  SEM = 12.14 p  = 0.001  C > B
       eta2 = 0.125 
Unmasked priming long SOA  M = 604.53  M = 605.62  M = 548.66  F = 8.57  C > A
P-T: indirect  SEM = 12.50  SEM = 9.30  SEM = 11.45 p  = 0.0004  C > B
       eta2 = 0.145 
Unmasked priming long SOA  M = 566.09  M = 565.42  M = 513.03  F = 6.78  C > A
P-T: direct  SEM = 13.08  SEM = 9.73  SEM = 11.98 p  = 0.002  C > B
       eta2 = 0.118 
Masked priming  M = 660.14  M = 669.36  M = 607.13  F = 7.05  C > A
P-T: unrelated  SEM = 14.50  SEM = 10.78  SEM = 13.28 p  = 0.001  C > B
       eta2 = 0.122 
Masked priming  M = 638.55  M = 649.02  M = 594.63  F = 6.15  C > A
P-T: direct  SEM = 13.43  SEM = 9.99  SEM = 12.30 p  = 0.003  C > B
       eta2 = 0.109 
Means (M) and standard errors of means (SEM) for the priming tasks were reported in milliseconds.Frontiers in Human Neuroscience  www.frontiersin.org  August 2009  | Volume 3  |  Article 20  |  6
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shortcomings of the other two methods: The administration of 
drugs to healthy subjects raises ethical issues and patients can 
rarely be investigated in an unmedicated status (Serretti et al., 
2008). The relationship between COMT Val158Met and cogni-
tive functioning is one of the most investigated gene-phenotype 
association with a majority of studies reporting an allele load 
effect for the Met allele or at least superior performance in car-
riers of the Met allele (Met/Met an Val/Met genotypes). Because 
the Met allele is related to a tremendous reduction in the deg-
radation of dopamine in the PFC it is hypothesized that high 
cognitive performance is related to high prefrontal dopamine 
levels. However, pharmacogenetic studies have demonstrated 
that the linear relationship between prefrontal dopamine avail-
ability and performance switches to an inverted U-shaped one 
if a certain dopamine concentration is exceeded (Mattay et al., 
2003). Although semantic priming is one of the most prominent 
paradigms in cognitive science it has not been tried to extrapolate 
positive associations between COMT and executive control to lin-
guistic processing and semantic priming. We did this in a sample 
of N = 104 healthy students. Investigations in students have often 
been criticized to be limited to this special population and to be 
without any signiﬁ  cance for the general population. However, 
we state that a student sample is also of advantage. All students 
are relatively homogeneous with respect to intelligence – at least 
the variance is far more restricted than in a population-based 
study. Restricted variance also means conservative testing, i.e. it 
is more difﬁ  cult to obtain signiﬁ  cant results.
Our study shows that semantic priming effects were not inﬂ  u-
enced by the COMT SNP. Numerically but not statistically signiﬁ  -
cant we observed reduced masked priming effect in homozygote 
carriers of the Met allele as could be expected from earlier pharma-
cological studies (Kischka et al., 1996). However, the COMT SNP 
did not inﬂ  uence unmasked priming and in particular indirect 
priming at all. The entire lack of an effect of COMT on unmasked 
priming contrasts with earlier results from a pharmacological study 
in healthy volunteers which demonstrated reduced unmasked 
indirect priming after administration of L-dopa, a precursor of 
dopamine (Kischka et al., 1996). There are several explanations to 
account for this discrepancy: First, it is possible that the inﬂ  uence 
of the COMT SNP on PFC dopamine availability is much weaker 
in comparison to the administration of L-dopa during a phar-
macological challenge. Second, the COMT SNP may not be the 
only genetic polymorphism affecting DA activity. It is   conceivable 
that semantic priming is more strongly inﬂ  uenced by other genetic 
 polymorphism than COMT. This issue, however, has to be addressed 
in future studies.
In our study, the COMT SNP had a resounding COMT effect 
on lexical decision latencies irrespective of the precise priming task. 
Between 9 and 14.5% of the variance in the reaction times of the 
 lexical decision task can be explained by a single base pair exchange 
on the COMT gene. In terms of a molecular genetic study this is 
a very strong effect, however, there is a long way to go until all 
SNPs relevant for the performance in lexical decision tasks are 
identiﬁ  ed.
The COMT effect reported in this study appears to suggest a 
general superiority of carriers of the Met/Met genotype in visual 
word recognition within a lexical decision task. In a lexical decision 
task, lexical, phonological and semantic word information has to be 
retrieved in a strategic fashion (Neely, 1991). In line with this view, 
the lexical decision task recruits PFC regions with enhanced PFC 
activity when the demands on controlled word retrieval were high. 
For instance, PFC activity increased as a function of the similarity 
between words and pseudowords and depended on word frequency 
(Liu et al., 2004; Edwards et al., 2005). We assume that high DA 
activity in carriers of the Met/Met genotype is associated with a 
superior functionality of PFC circuits in comparison to carriers of 
at least one Val allele.
The dissociation between positive ﬁ  ndings in the lexical decision 
task and negative ﬁ  ndings with respect to the semantic priming are 
in line with functional MRI studies demonstrating that control-
led semantic priming relies more on PFC regions than automatic 
semantic priming (Gold et al., 2006). Presumably, in our study, even 
the priming conditions with a long SOA between prime and target 
did not sufﬁ  ciently induce controlled priming mechanisms due 
to the presence of indirectly related prime-target pairings, which 
reduce the likelihood of a successful prediction of the subsequent 
target upon prime presentation (Spitzer et al., 1993). This con-
siderably prevents the application of expectancy mechanisms as a 
cognitive basis for priming (e.g., Neely, 1991).
In a previous study we investigated the effect of the COMT SNP 
on simple motoric reaction times (Reuter et al., 2005b). Due to the 
absence of a positive association in that earlier study, we can con-
clude that the present ﬁ  ndings are not the result of simple motoric 
reaction time differences but speciﬁ  cally reﬂ  ect processing support-
ing lexical decisions carried out in PFC. The present study supports 
and extends ﬁ  ndings from previous studies relating the Met allele or 
the Met/Met genotype to high performance in tasks where executive 
control is involved (for an overview see Goldberg and Weinberger, 
2004). The presently observed effect on lexical decisions demon-
strates that the COMT gene also inﬂ  uences cognitive tasks that go 
beyond classical executive control tasks. Hence, the COMT gene 
has a broad impact on cognitive functioning and even inﬂ  uences 
visual word recognition during lexical decision-making.
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